
TO TIGHTEN THE COLLAR:

Summit Collar Adjustment Instructions

Your new Summit Collar comes with a double-pass adjustment. Using a double-pass keeps the adjustment from 
slipping and allows for more available space on customized collars. To more easily adjust your collar, follow the 
instructions below. If you have any questions or difficultly please reach out to us at contact@modernicon.us

TO LOOSEN THE COLLAR:

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3

Feed the outer layer of webbing through the 
adjustment slide HALF of the distance desired 
to shorten. 

TIP: Hold the plastic adjustment slide in one 
hand (without obstructing the webbing) and 
with the other hand pull up on the outermost 
layer of webbing until the adjustment slide is in 
the desired position.

Feed the slack (created in step 1) through the 
adjustment buckle. Note that only the 
outermost layer of webbing should form a 
loop.

TIP: Pinch the webbing close to the buckle and 
push outward, while wiggling, to get the loop 
started.

Hold the buckle in one hand and the plastic 
adjustment slide in the other hand (without 
obstructing the webbing in either hand). Pull 
both hands until the webbing is taut.

TIP: The webbing will lay flat once placed on 
the neck. If further adjustments need to be 
made, sometimes adjust out (loosening) is 
easier. 

Feed the bottom layer of webbing through the 
buckle the total amount desired to lengthen. 

TIP: Hold the buckle in one hand (without 
obstructing the webbing) and with the other 
hand pull up on the outermost layer of 
webbing until the desired amount of webbing 
is pulled. Note this will form an arch on the 
outer and middle pieces of webbing

Hold the buckle in one hand and the plastic 
adjustment slide in the other hand (without 
obstructing the webbing in either hand). Pull 
both hands until the middle webbing is taut. 
Note the outer layer of webbing will still have 
an arch.

Feed the outer layer of webbing through the 
plastic adjustment slide until taut. 

TIP: Hold the plastic adjustment slide in one 
hand (without obstructing the webbing in 
either hand). Pull the single layer of webbing 
(on the right, d-ring, side) until the outer 
webbing is taut.


